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By Midge Decter

The title of my talk can hardly even be called a
rhetorical question. Everyone in this room knows
the West is in danger. Why else, indeed, are we here if
not to take counsel about that very fact? The truth is
we have all come, even if by separate routes, to the
same sense of urgency. Speaking for myself, I would
say it is a terrible sense of urgency, bred in the idea I
cannot shake loose: that we have never been closer to
losing that which it has been our unique historical
privilege to be the guardians of. I mean, of course,
nothing else than our very freedom. That freedom is
nowadays threatened in many ways. Again, I need
not list them all in this company.

There is, for instance, no need to speak here of
Soviet weapons and the almost uninterrupted, bra-
zen encroachments of Soviet ideology. Any reading
of one’s morning paper is a sufficient reminder of
both. Nor do I aim to speak of the adequacy or
inadequacy of the present administration m respond-
ing to those encroachments. Where I live, at least --
which lately feels to me as if it is on the shuttle
between New York and Washington -- we have been
speaking of little else for nearly a year now. Our
disappointment is in inverse ratio to our high hopes
-- the first in decades -- of a year ago. But there are
dangers to freedom that the Reagan Administration,
or any other administration, can do nothing about,
for they stem from out- relation to life and reality --
and it is one of these that I wish to ,all attention to
today.

ht the end, I believe it is a far more intractable arid
possibly far more divisive danger than either the
aggressiveness of our enemy or the so far less-than-
forceful responses of our government to it. The
danger I ant referring to is that contained in a sim-
ple, deadly, corrosive question. This question,
spoken or unspoken, is in the air all around us. It
infuses our cuhure, it dogs the education ol our
children, and it seeps, unh’ss we are eternally vig-
ilant, into the very marrow of our I),mes. It is 
lil,eral question, hmdamentally, but calling our-
selves conservatives will not. hy itself, t)rote(t 
from its simple, deadly, corrosive effects on our pri-
vate spirits and on our public couduct. The question
I mean is expressed in two short words that, put
together and combined with the interrogative, might
nowadays just be the two most potent words in the
English language. They art’. "So what?" As in, John
h,ves Mary -- so what? As in, a precious constitu-
tional principle is being violated -- so what? As
when the novel or fihn or play or music currently
being touted as a profound masterpiece by our cuhu-
ral standardbearers is actually a piece of meritricious
junk -- so what? One could nowadays apply this
formulation in immediately recognizable ways to
just about every area of life -- private, communal,
national, international; to sex, to family obliga-
tions, to cuhurai standards, to our dentands on pub-
lit officials, to our reading of their demands on us,
md to our sense, or lack of sense, of responsibility to

Is the West in Danger?

the world at large.
The West Europeans are on a course of surrender-

ing themselves voluntarily to the uhimate inroads of
Sovietization? Well, let them. We can surely defend
our own borders. Elections that do not produce the
desired resuhs can be negotiated away in the service
of public relations or social convenience? Well, is
that not the way the world really works anyway?
Why kid ourselves? Each wedding we now attend
feels not like a sacramental initiation into the tides
and currents of man’s fruitful sojourn on earth, but
rather like a throw of the dice? Well, after all, we

¯ have a new set of social relations replacing the old.
But there is one area of our social attitudes in

which the cynicism and despair of "So what?" seems
to me to have become most particularly pervasive
and threatening. This area, I suppose, is affected by
the present government’s failure to act. But the speed
and ease, with which it took over ira the first place
must tell us something we cannot deny about the
deeper sickly condition of our national ethos.

I am speaking ahout the near obliteration of what
we refer to in the shorthand ol publi( discussion as
the idea of merit and its substitution by the idea of
group or class entitlement. This substitution is not,
and never has heen, as its proponents claim, an issue
of justice or even, as many of its opponents claim, an
issueof injustice. It is, and always has been, a matter
of cynicism, plain and simple. Weare facing a prob-
lem caused by the maldistribution of achievements
and awards? Very well, then, we shall -- by fiat --
declare the nature of achievement null and void. And
do not deceive yourselves; affirmative action is not
only a matter of employment and educational
accreditation. Tomorrow, as we see, it will touch the
electoral process itself; indeed, it is already doing st),
and from there it will touch everything. That is why
a stroke of Reagan’s pen. though it would ulake a
very great difleren(e, will not hy itself suffice to rid
us of this spiritual (ancer. A basi, princil)le dis-
mantled will. like Huml)ty Dumpty, not so easily tit’
put together again. And the basic principle here goes
deeper than equality of opportunity, though this in
itself is the one truly revolutionary discovery of the
modern world -- our nation’s discovery, by virtue of
which we have been the one benignly revolutionary
nation in modern history. Nevertheless, the princi-
ple goes deeper even than that. It is, like the question
that tmdermines it, a hlindingly simph’ principle:
that reality counts for something. That it has
weight That it has meaning, and will not be denied.

I have said that affirmative a(tion, the most perfect
example of "So what?", is not really a matter of
employment and education. What I was referring to
is the underlying message of this policy, a message
taken to heart all over this society; that everything is
a fraud, a racket, a deal, an arrangement. Work is
nothing; standing is everything. What one needs in
this life -- anti there is not an issue of a women’s
magazine, for instance, that does not somewhere

carry an article or a passage of an article pointing
this out -- is not ambition, energy, training, and
that one indispensable and completely incommen-
surable trait for success called, where I come from,
"moxy." One does not need these things. What one

needs is a n%work -- old-boy, old-girl, or racial.
Look at any list of grants awarded by major foun-

dations. Look at any list of literary or journalistic
prizes, of honorary degrees, of appointments to
boards, of awards that carry gold plaques, and you
will see the work of a committee which by now does
not need to calculate percentages, for they are
imprinted on the very nervous system. Does all this
matter? There is that insidious question again. It
matters -- nothing more. Take something, for
example, that might not sound very important. Each
favorable review of a book the reviewer himself
kr~ows to be bad but is the work of a woman, or a
black, or a homosexual, or just an enemy of ordinary
life (and we see such a review, somewhere, every day)
is a blow at the proposition that there is good and
bad, worthy and unworthy, healthy and unhealthy;
in short, a blow at the proposition that life is
weighty and has consequences. Each blow at this
proposition produces another divorce, another
deserted child, another decision to abort the fetus
that amniocentesis reveals to be imperfect, another
impulse to pull the plug on a sick parent, another
homosexual, another mugging.

Am I being extreme? All this from affirmative
action? Yes. All this from the same sense of life that
made affirmative action a feasible policy. All this, in
other words, from "So what?" But what, you might
ask, does this have to do with the fact that 300 SS-20’s
are pointed at Europe; that a new Soviet fleet sails
the seven seas; that our European allies are, without
saying so, considering the possibility of surrender
and that in order to wheedle them into reconsidering
we disastrously send negotiators to Geneva or
Vienna; that the Soviets have launched the most
massive propaganda campaign ira three decades to
disarm us and that we have had to stand by sheep-
ishly as this campaign has swept across our own
shores and thrown our populace and our politicians
into deep confusion? The answer is -- everything. It
has everything to do with these things. Those Soviet
missiles, ships, and lies are being armed in all the
more deadly fashion by our own decay. We have not
-- not yet -- applied our so dangerous question to
the prospect of Soviet conquest, but we are coming
close. I do not think in the end we would do so -- but
"in the end" is too late.

A few years ago, the New York Times carried a
story about an antidraft demonstration at Princeton
University. I think it was antidraft. The occasion
was forgettable, blended into so many others like it.
What was unforgettable, however, was the news
photo that accompanied the story. It was of a young
man -- healthy, vital, privileged, tanned, no doubt,
by the suns of skiing in Vermont and beaching in the
Virgin Islands. He was carrying a placard -m which
was scrawled the motto. "There is nothing worth
dying for." He is our child, that young man. We
desperately do not wish for him to die. But his
announcement on that placard is an announcement
about more than the draft, more than nuclear wea-
lions, more than war. He who says there is nothing
worth dying for says there is nothing worth living
for.

We, as a society, have some measure of responsi-
bility for the message on that placard, for the fact
that a young American -- the healthiest, luckiest,
most tenderly treated young man in history, at the
height of his physical and sexual powers, marching
around that pretty, pretty town on a day of bright
sunshine -- we have sonte responsibility for the fact
that tie could find nothing of value save his own
skin; neither mother, nor father, nor kith, nor kin,
nor ctmntry, nor God. Nietzsche said that he who
values only staying alive has the mind of a slave.
Until we take it upon ourselves to make that boy a
free Inan -- both: free arrd a man -- the continued
survival ot our owlr freedom as a nalion will nol lie
assured.

This speech was given at the annual meeting of
the P/uladelphia Smietv in Chicago April 17, IO82.
Midge Decter is the executive director of The Com-
m ittee [or tire Free World, romposed o[ a hum ber o]
eminent aitthors and .~,holar.~ on both .~ides o[ tire
Atlantic. Formerly the senior editor o[ Basic Books
and executive editor o[ Harper’s, Miss Decter is the
author o] The New Chastity and Liberal Parents,
Radical Children.

First printed by the Rock]ord lnstitute’s Occa-
sional Papers ~eries.
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Letters

Dear Mr. Young:
Congratulations. It is lively, literate, and fun to

read. All the best to you.

Yours cordially,

William F. Buckley, Jr.
New York

California Review,
I think your publication is purely and utterly stu-

pendous. The wit, humor, and biting chastisements
of the Left are unequaled in any publication I have
encountered lately. Keep up the good work.

Thank you,

John Mabie
San Diego

P.S. I am currently attending San Diego Mesa Col-
lege and will be at UCSD for the winter session next
year. I am looking forward to my transfer and plan to
participate actively in the University’s conservative
movement. Please contact me with information on
present endeavors and future plans of the California
Review and the College Republicans of UCSD.

Viva Conservatisml
Go Reagan I

P.S.S. Thanks for the tip on Glider’s book; it was
great.

Dear Eric,
Thank you for sending me the California Review.

I read every word and was delighted. I thoroughly
agree with your stand on affirmative action and
thought it was very well expressed. And I was inter-
ested and amused by other articles. Where did you
get the Cruikshank drawings?

Love,

Granny
Burge Plantation
Mansfield, Georgia

Dear Mr. Young,
We hope for the success t,[ your new publication.

My husband is a scientist engaged in cancer research
(mon(x;Ional antibody and tumor antigen) at Scripps
Clinic.

Many scientists believe that only liberals support
research. We would like to correct that impression.
My husband and I would be happy to contribute a
short article to your paper. Please call us if you are
interested¯

Best regards,

G.L. Reisfeld
La Jolla

An Open Letter to the California Review.
We find your attempt at right-wing, pseudo-

satirical journalism to be tasteless and gutless in
addition to its admitted elitist, racist, sexist, and
ageist viewpoint.

While you obviously think that thin guise of
humor will temper the ferocity of your remarks we
find that this rather feeble attempt at satire only
emphasizes your already archaic attitudes. Your
"President" and "Editress" founded the paper to
preserve the "American Way." This questionable
attempt at journalism certainly carries this out. You
preserve the American way of blindness and inepti-
tude in dealing with the rest of tbe world.

We cannot call for you to cease publication. We,
thankfully, do not have that right. But we can call on
anyone who reads your periodical to leave your
stacks of papers untouched upon publication. If
your advertisers do not see any significant circula-
tion they certainly (and hopefully) will discontinue
their support. We also call upon all UCSD students
and staff to boycott your advertisers: Conoco (an oil
conglomerate), See Dory gift store, La Jolla Barber-
ing and Styling, The Toggery Shop, Lilly Pulitzer
resortwear, and Coors (an oppressive outfit to begin
with).

We are sending copies of this letter to the new
indicator and to the UCSD Guardian. While we may
not always agree with their stance on issues, we
know that they believe in equal time.

Jean Dangler

Dean H. Haas

Editor’s note:
California radicals are a miserable lot. For a long

time this campus has been the turf of ideologue
blockheads with designs on replacing our constitu-
tional system with their highschool term projects.
Leftists are, understandably, threatened by the pros-
pect of more information reaching their sheep. Boy-
cotts, namecalling, obscene phone calls and other
McCarthy tactics, however, don’t carry any intellec-
tual weight.

What makes these folks afraid? Is it because they’re
witless? The current wisdom is that Solzhenitsyn
was invented by the CIA.

--ECY

 alifornia

(;redo: We few, we happy lew, [or lie who picks Up
this paper today shall be m~, brother, be he
ne’er so vile, this paper will gentle his
condition.
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C. Brandon Crocker ............... Business Manager
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A conservative journal is a terrible thing to

waste. Give to the California Review, a not-

for-profit organization. All contributions

are tax-deductible.
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In Review= .......................................................
¯ UCSD has affirmed its devotion to seriousness and
high standards by unveiling Women’s Studies and
Black Per/orming Arts Program minors as new
entries in its list of academic disciplines.

¯ Kabul Corral, Afghanistan: Two years after
Brother Brezhnev launched his peace crusade into
Afghanistan, Moscow continues banning western
reporters from the fun. But internal sources indicate
that the Soviets are shooting each other with real
bullets--thus usurping freedom-fighter responsibili-
ties. A Communist Party power struggle resulted in
a gm~fight at the Presidential palace in Kabul leav-
ing eight dead.

¯ What’s worse than a President’s lavish vacation
schedule? Give up? Paying some bonehead at
Newsweek to complain about it.

¯ Campaign promises can come true. Today most
Argentines are millionaires--indeed, multimillion-
aires-just as Colonel Juan Domingo Peron pro-
phesied when he rose to power in the 1940s. Thanks
to an average inflation rate of 140 percent, a million
pesos are exchangeable for $43.00 in the United
States.

¯ One would expect UCSD’s Welcome Week to be a
time when students are taught how to use the cam-
pus libraries and how to read a book. Not so. The
University was offering such scintillating divertis-
sements as "COLLEGE AND FREEDOM: MAK-
ING CHOICES ABOUT SEX. Men and women are
invited to a wide-ranging discussion about meeting
and choosing sex partners, alternative sexual lifes-
tyles, and sexual decision-making within relation-
ships." Not to mention ’"HOPE IS NOT A
METHOD’", a birth control seminar. If we’re going
to be open, we should stop calling ourselves the
University of California at San Diego and start cal-
ling ourselves the University of California for Sin
and Debauchery.

¯ I HAVE A DREAM DEPARTMENT: The forces
of integration continued their struggle during Wel-
come Week, too. Featured was the Asian Student
Orientation, Black Student Orientation, Black
Community Get-together, Black Students Science
Organization Orientation, and Black Students Union
Dance.

¯ Joseph "Jo-Jo" Giorgianni the 565-pound asth-
matic and sex offender who was released from prison
because his cell did not have air conditioning was
reincarcerated after he was seen treating himself
with cigars while in a casino. Mr. Giorgianni is
serving time for the rape of a 14-year-old girl. He
claimed that there was nothing wrong with what he
did and that if he had not been fat and Italian no one
would have cared. Unfortunately, neither the neu,
indicator nor the ACLU were available to defend
this victim of weightism and racism.

¯ The week that the Soviets accused the Israeli’s of
committing a genocide in Lebanon was the w’ry
same week that the Soviets massacred every man,
woman, and child in six villages of the I.ogar pro-
vinte in Afghanistan. More than 2,000 civilians were
killed.

¯ Liberal pretty-boy Robert Redford, a substantial
landowner in Utah, wants to develop the area near
his Sundance Resort, says Redford’s properties
manager, John Lear. The actor has applied for per-
mits to develop between 40 and 50 lots near the small
ski resort and has asked Lear to draw up a master
plan for the resort, Redford’s ranch in Spanish Fork,
and other holdings.

Formerly an uhra-preservationist, Redford now
views developed wilderness in a different light.
"Economics are playing a big role in everyone’s
life," Lear said. James Watt be proud.

¯ Helen Caldicott, of the Physicians for Social
Responsibility, has diagnosed the arms race as a case
of "missile envy" stemming "from an inadequate
male sexual complex on the part of the world’s lead-
ers." The profound Ms. Caldicott is also trying to get
the Sierra Club to join the nuclear freeze movement
because nuclear war would hurt chipmunks, and
birdies, and the ozone layer.

¯ The new indicator owns prime office space in the
Student Center, receives funding from the Univer-
sity (through you and me), and has a paid staff,
(Reggie Williams, the collective’s one man band
makes nearly $6.00 an hour). Cali]ornia Review
receives no University funding, operates on a com-
pletely volunteer basis, and has no office space. We
don’t call up our competition’s advertisers and
threaten boycotts either. Maybe that’s why we’re
called elitist.

¯ Stephen P. Jobs of Los Gatos made it to this year’s
Forbes Four Hundred list. In 1976, ~he 27-year-old
college dropout saw potential in personal compu-
ters. He sold his belongings, moved into a garage,
and now owns 13.6% of Apple Inc. shares, valued at
about $100 million. Of course, as Robert Lekach-
man will tell you, there’s no opportunity in America.

¯ After two men were married to each other in a
county in Colorado. a local cowboy tried to get a
license to marry his mare. izi ant act of specieist
arrogance, the county clerk denied the request even
though there is no law prohibiting a man from
marrying his horse.

¯ A lot of people seem to think that the only moral-
ity worth having these days is no morality. Cali[or-
nia Review disagrees. There is right and there is
wrong and everyone is free to choose for himself.
Life is not easy, but the wrong choice will make life
more difficult for oneself and for others.

¯ During a recent Padres telecast the egregious Dave
Campbell identified the Padre organist’s rendition
of Wagner’s "Ride of the Valkyries" as "music from
some surfing movie. It sounds like the introduction
to "Ben-Hut." Hang a star on that one.

¯ The World Peace Council, one of those groups
agitating for a nuclear freeze, has scheduled its next
meeting in Afghanistan. The President of the WPC,
Romesh Chandra, a former member of the central
committee of the Communist Party in India, has the
following maxim for his followers: "People ask me,
’You are a peace movement. Why do you support the
armed struggles in Nicaragua, Palestine, Vietnam?’
And I reply, ’The armed struggle in these countries is
the peace movement.’"

¯ Many of you gagged at Ms. Fonda’s exercise book,
but now you can try one of the Jane Fonda Workout
salons popping up around the state. But Jane isn’t
just shaking the flab--she’s pouring $30,000 a
month into hubby Tom "Chicago Seven" Hayden’s
Campaign for Economic Democracy (CED) group
in Santa Monica, hopefully boosting his chances in
the race for state assemblyman in the 44th district
this fall. Trashed in the ’76 race for the Democratic
Senate nomination, Tommy is putting his socialist
ideals into practice by trying to buy the election. Is
Jane Fonda’s body all that great?

¯ It’s official. The number one arms merchant in the
world is the Soviet Union. Little attention was given
to this news by the peace front, but some people are
getting fed-up with the better red than dead set. An
American correspondent in London asked a gregar-
ious peacenik why America catches all the flack. The
response? "Because the Russians won’t listen."

<
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The Playboy Philosopher
Mortimer Smith in his book My School the City:A

Memoir o] New York in the Twenties recounts how
he used New York City as a classroom. Newsstands
were stocked with literary magazines, legitimate
theatre was thriving, movies were becoming an art
form, and institutions--museums, churches, and
universities--had tours, sermons, and lectures that
made autodidacticism a happy educational alterna-
tive. Today a good deal of that alternative has been
effaced, much to the detriment of the urban slum
dweller and to America as a whole. The reason:
pornography. In New York, where the productions
of George M. Cohan used to capture every theatre on
Broadway, the very same theatres have become
triple-X arcades. Pornography dominates the maga-
zine industry, floods moviehouses, and, for those
fortunate enough to have cable, it comes on TV. We
wonder why crime is astronomical, why violent
crime and sexual assaults continue to rise, why out
largest criminal class is made up of juveniles. It’s not
tough economic times. Crime rates during the Great
Depression represent an Eden compared to the cur-
rent statistics. It is because our music, our literature,
and our film seems to have no other mission but to
shock our sensibilities, glorify our depravity, and
break down taboos. This is the new definition of art;
and art is didactic--it teaches lessons. Taxi Driver
taught John Hinckley a lesson.

Alexander Solzhenitsyn has told us how porno-
graphy lowers the world’s view of America. We once
exported films like: The Best Years o[ Our Lives,
Going My Way, It’s a Wonder]ul Li[e, She Wore a
Yellow Ribbon, and The Pride of the Yankees. Now
we export films like: Porky’s, Animal House, Up in
Smoke, Making Love, The Blue Lagoon, Deep
Throat, Tarzan the Ape Man, and Friday the Thir-
teenth. Indeed, when the Russians directed the Pol-
ish Army to impose martial law in Poland the Amer-
ican movie playing in Polish moviehouses was
Apocalypse Now. The irony is almost too much.
The leader of the free world flagellating itself in
front of people suffering real oppression from civili-
zation’s anathema. When the Nazis marched into
France the French people cheered the American
movie playing in their theatres--Mr. Smith Goe.~ to
Washington. The Poles had no such option.

Any intelligent, civilized person can see that por-
nography is a horror--degrading to humanity and
clogging our modes of discourse. Why then does it
exist? Who could possibly support such a thing?
Meet the Playboy Philosopher.

You’ve seen him. He’s the one that approaches the
magazine rack looking over his shoulder. He’s the
one with those sophisticated and progressive opin-
ions that we closed minded prudes can’t tolerate.

A sampling:
1) "Hey, that’s not pornography. That’s the way

life is."
2) "I’m pro-choice when it comes to abortion.

There’s nothing like a pregnancy to ruin a girl’s
shape."

3) "I support the ERA. Hugh Heiner does. If
you’re going to get girls to pose nude for you, you’ve
got to make concessions."

These are the men that keep the masturbation
industry thriving; and their numbers aren’t limited
to the young. There are lots of swinging oldsters too.
Contraception cuts across all generation gaps. Con-
sequently, older men are no longer satisfied with
their wives. The natural processes of age and matu-
ration, the natural fading away of early marital con-
cupiscence, is to them a horrible scheme, no doubt
propogated by that villain of all villains, the
policeman of the bedroom, the Moral Majority.
Women are upset because thanks to contraception
and the gospel according to Penthouse any show of
warmth, tenderness, or affection on their part is
taken by the libidinous male as an invitation to ride.
Pornography has dehumanized human relations.

Pornography makes sex a consumer item. As C.S.

Lewis pointed out, if you went to a foreign country
where the people were not starving and yet they
flocked to burlesque houses where food was unveiled
you would think that their appetites had been per-
verted. Well, so have our sexual appetites. Sex is no
longer linked to procreation or even the spiritual
bonding of husband and wife. Sex today is supposed
to be nothing but fun. The result is that one hallo[
all marriages end in divorce, one third of all preg-
nancies end in abortion, and men who are otherwise
tightfisted with their money lay down five bucks or

so to watch the latest in raping techniques.
It used to be said that the hush-hush sexual moral-

ity of the Victorians led to all sorts of psychological
problems. Our open morality has not made us any
less sex obsessed, but rather it has made us more so. It
has made lust a part of the national character.

No doubt, someday soon, the Playboy Philo-
sopher will develop the ultimate in progressive
thinking. Unhappy with the wife who wishes he
would grow up, alienated from his children who are
disgusted with him, unable to find enough one
night stands free from VD, and uncomfortable
(though he won’t admit it) with the homosexuals,
coprophiliacs, and necrophiliacs, who he helped
legitimize with his sex-is-nothing-but-fun lifestyle,
the Playboy Philosopher will turn to the greatest fun
of all, one with no responsibilities and no human
beings to worry about--pantheonized onanism.

HWC Ill

The Case Against Dope
We all know about the reports that link mari-

juana smoking with lung cancer, brain damage,
lowered sperm counts, ad nauseum. People who are
not already convinced that marijuana is unhealthy
and who cling dumbly to the politically motivated
counter studies of pro-marijuana groups will never
be convinced by such a tack. They are already intel-
lectual chattels of the drug. I would like to try a
different approach. I would like to attack marijuana
on aesthetic grounds.

Marijuana retains the glamor of the sixties coun-
terctthure that fanned it. Though every dormster
smokes it, it is still supposed to be an act of rebellion.
Being a dope smoker is an act of con formity; and any
college age student who still feels he has to rebel
against his parents has obviously not grown up at
all.

The marijuana cigarette is a decidedly wimpish
excuse for a fag. It looks like some kindergardener’s
paper mache version of a condom. It is neither a
manly cigarette nor a feminine one. It lacks phalli-
cism and it is certainly not graceful. It also stinks.
The sickly sweet smell of marijuana is not the scent
that makes women impatient for their men to come
home from the sea. Marijuana smokers have a ten-
dency to drool, and combined with their heavily
veined eyes and droopy eyelids, they rarely look
suave.

Lastly, in this era when no one wants to make a
commitment to another human being or to our
nation one wonders why young people are so eager
to give up their liberty for the gaol of drugs. During
the Vietnam War it was the policy of the North
Vietnamese government to smuggle dope to Ameri-
can servicemen and to the United States. Their pur-
pose was two-fold. One, they used the money to
support the Viet Cong. Two, they believed it would
help to weaken America’s will. The North Vietna-
mese remembered how opium had made China a
patsy for the imperial powers. Today the drug
market is controlled by organized crime and Fidel
Castro (who uses the money to supplement his eight
million dollar a day allowance from the Soviets).
Does today’s dope smoker really want to tie himself
to that historical, economic, and political tradition?

HWC II!

Behind Seminary Doors

By Jeffrey Hart

As everyone knows, college faculties are politi-
cally kinky, but a recent survey of the political atti-
tudes of those who teach America’s future ministers
and priests nevertheless came as a bit of a shock.

The peculiar political behavior of academics has
been documented again and again.

In their study of the 1972 election, for example,
Everett Carll Ladd and Seymour Martin Lipset tell
us that, despite Nixon’s landslide defeat of McGov-
ern in the nation at large, McGovern carried the
professors by 56 to 43 per cent, a contrary landslide.

But those figures don’t begin to tell the story.
According to Ladd and Lipset, McGovern was
backed "by three-fourths of faculty in the liberal
social sciences, by seven in 10 among humanists--
but by only half of the natural scientists and a third
of the faculty at business schools. Further, McGov-
ern was the choice of 70 per cent of the faculty at elite
institutions as compared with less than half at lower
tier institutions."

I suppose this should have prepared us for the
results of a new poll conducted by Roper and focus-
ing on professors at Christian seminaries and theo-
logical schools throughout the country.

Hold your breath. Ninety-two per cent of Episco-
palian faculty believe the United States spends too
much on its military. Only 27 per cent of the same
group believes the United States is a force for good in
the world. Other denominations show the same
split, though to a marginally lesser degree.

Eighty-five per cent of the Catholic professors
believe the United States "treats the Third World
unfairly."

Seventy-five per cent of the Episcopalians believe
"repressive regimes backed by the United States" are
a greater problem in the world today than "Corn-
monist expansion."

In ranges varying from one-quarter to one-third,
the theology faculties believe there should be a "top
limit on incomes so that no one can earn very much
more than others." About half of the Episcopalian,
Methodist, Lutheran and Catholic faculties believe
that "the United States would be better off if it
moved toward socialism."

More than half of those faculties disagreed with
the statement that "economic growth is a better way
to improve the lot of the poor than distributing
existing wealth."

According to Mr. Ladd, mentioned above, who
headed this survey, the political attitudes of those
theologians closely resemble those of the general
humanities facuhy.

These poll results, and they are much more exten-
sive than can be indicated in a column, were pub-
lished in a new and -pry useful magazine called This
World, which focuses on the relationship between
Christianity and issues of politics and economics.

My own impression, based on an admittedly
limited sample, is that the gap between faculty polit-
ical attitudes and those of the general public is actu-
ally widening.

The country moved to the right with the election
of Reagan, and the polls show rightward trends on a
whole range of issues.

In consequence, McGovernite opinion on the
campus feels itself in a condition of siege. It fears the
loss of the "gains" it made during the’60s--reverse
discrimination, trendy ethnic and feminist programs,
ecological stuff.

McGovernite access to government at all levels is
being choked off. The mood of the faculty leftists is
hardening and turning bitter.

King Frature~ Nvndlcate

Je]]rey Hart is a prolessor at Dartmouth College, an

editor o] National Review, and an author. His most
recent book is When the Going Was Good: Ameri-
can Life in the Fifties.
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Brigadier iotes from the
,,,,,, w, ,+,,,, ,+,=m
by Norman Podhoretz
Simon 6" Schuster, 240pp.

H.W. Crocker !il

The Reason Why

Norman Podhoretz’s thesis is really not so shock-
rag. He says the war in Viemam was beyond our
military, political, intellectual, and moral capabili-
ties, but that the argument of the anti-war left that
what America was doing was immoral was blatantly
wrong then anti is manifestly wrong today. For this
he has been excoriated, defamed, and chastized by
those who think they did mankind a great service by
getting the t’nited States ont of Viemam.

One can St’(’ why they might be worried. Never
have traitors been so free honl impunity. Jane Fonda
is rolling in filthy capitalist dollars. Tom Hayden is
a su(cessfu] politician, and Ramsey (:lark is 
[)emocratic ambassador-at-large. For years now, lef-
tists have looked down on America as that sin-
infested land mass whose people have finally been
chastened by humiliation and guih.

Among this choi(c collection of highly articulate
Bozos, Po(lhoretz zeroes in especially on Frances
FitzGerald, Mary McCarthy, and Susan Sontag. Ms.
Sontag comments on the "moral beauty of the Viet-

$13.50

namese" who she thinks are treating downed Ameri-
can pilots like indulgent nannies. She explains away
the pictures of Stalin in North Viemam as an exam-
ple of the North Vietnamese abhorrence of waste.
Pictures are [or hanging, you know. Ms. McCarthy
marvels at how clean North Viemam is and at how
puerile the American P.O.W.s are compared to their
dashing captors, (one of whom reminds her of
Prince Andrei in War and Peace.) Ms. Fitzgerald
congratulates the North Vietnamese on their ability
to release "aggression as a creative force." For exam-
pie, "The NLF generally proscribed torture and pre-"
ferret, the bullet to any other means of dispensing
death." Hully gee!

The liberal |ollies are almost innumerable. A
group of theologians, the sainted Dr. Martin Luther
King among them, condemn America for its policy
of moving civilians out of combat zones! Unable to
conre up with a reason for America’s "imperialism"
in South Vietnam, (South Viemam was of no value
to the Irniled States for raw materials or from a

strategic point of view), America’s critics decided
that the United States had a psychological need to
dominate others. Much, as I suppose, we had a need
to dominate Europe with the Marshall Plan. Loon-
ies like Hans J. Morgenthau, (who was an anti-war

"moderate"), accused the United States of commit-
ling a genocide in Viemam. Amazingly, despite the
genocide, the population of South Vietnam increased
by 3.83 million and of North Vietnam by 3.99 mil-
lion during the war.

Podhoretz gives attention to the infamous gaffes
of the press, too. The Tet Offensive of 1968, which
was played up as an American disaster, was one of
the greatest American victories of the war. It deci-
mated the Viet Cong, proved that the South Vietna-
mese people did not support the Communists, and
led to an increased seriousness and resolve on the
part of the South Vietnamese military. The siege of
Khe Sahn, which was turned into another Dien Bien
Phu, was actually a sidelight of the Tet Offensive,
and incidentally, another Communist debacle. The

Christmas tx)mbing of 1972, which scrupulously
avoided civilian targets arid inflicted only minor
civilian casualties, was blown up into a replay of
Hiroshima.

Can the anti-war movement be excused because it
didn’t understand the true colors of the North Viet-
namese Communists? No. When Viemam was parti-
tioned in 1954 one million Vietnamese fled the
North. The Communist government murdered
50,000 of tire remaining landlords. In the "Yet Offen-
sive, during their brief occupation of Hue, the
Communists executed 3,000 civilians. The evidence
was there, but too many journalists, like Harrison
Salisbury, relied on North Viemamese propaganda
[or their information.

The perceptions of the anti-war movenrent have,
unfortunately, sunk into the national psy(he. Jimmy
Carter spoke of our overcoming an "inordinate fear
of Communism." It took the bloodbath in Indo-
china, the furtherance of Soviet influence in Africa
and Latin America, and the invasion of Afghanistan

to reawaken a proper awareness o[ Communism in
Jimmy Carter. The men and women who forced us
out of Vietnam, (including the dovish Congress of
1975 whi(h refused to even sell spare parts and
ammunition to the imperiled South Viemamese),
should bear the burden of guilt for the real tragedy of
the Vietnam War. Ronald Reagan was right. The
men who fought to save Vietnam from Communism
were part of a noble cause. The same cannot be said
fi)r those who led us out.

Norman Podhoretz’s thesis that our being in Viet-
naln was an act of imprudent idealism seems, to me,
correct. Why We Were in Vietnam is a fine, compact
history of the war and a scholarly dissection o~" the
anti-war move~nenl. Most importantly, it sets up a
new and more accurate agenda for any discussion of
our role in Vietnam and, therefore, of our role in the
worhl.
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Advice from Uncle Milty: California Review Interviews Milton Friedman

Dr. Milton Friedman. the winner o] the Nobel
Prize [or Economics in 1976, is one academic whose
prose and logic is pellucid and ]ree o] ivy. The

l author o] Free to Choose and the charismatic host o]
the PBS television series o/the same name (which
has been seen in England, Australia, Holland,
Japan, and Singapore), he is currently a Senior
Research Fellow at the Hoover Institution, a Paul
Snowden Russell Distinguished Service Prolessor o]
Economics at the University o] Chicago, a member
o[ the research stall[or the National Bureau o] Eco-
nomic Research, and a columnist and contributing
editor o] Newsweek. Somewhere in his busy sche-
dule he ]ound time to converse with CR’s Business
Manager, C. Brandon Crocker, about the current
state of the economy. Their spirited discussion [ol-
lows ]orthwith.

CR: Many people have described the actions taken
by the Federal Reserve over the past few years as
monetarist, yet you have been criticizing the Fed for
not following a monetarist policy. Why would you
not call recent Fed policy monetarist?

FRIEDMAN: Because an essential feature of what
I and most other monetarists regard as a monetarist
policy is steadyness and predictability in the rate of
monetary growth. The Federal Reserve’s policy has
been monetarist in rhetoric, but it has not been
monetarist in practice. It has been monetarist in
rhetoric because it has stated that its objective is to
achieve monetary targets, but it has not been monet-
arist in practice because monetary growth has in fact
fluctuated more widely since October 1979, when the
Fed adopted new procedures, than it had in any
similar period.

CR: Do you have any reason to believe that the Fed
will try to keep the money supply more stable in the
future?

FRIEDMAN: I have no doubt they will try. I think
they have been trying. The problem is not with their
will, it’s not with what they’d like to achieve, it’s
with the bureaucratic inertia that has kept them
from making the changes in their operating proce-
dures that are required in order to achieve that objec-
tive. They have at long last announced that they are
going to make the first of those changes which is the
replacement of lag reserve requirements by contem-
poraneous reserve requirements. That is a change
that some of us have been urging on the Federal
Reserve ever since 1970.

CR: With all the talk around about welfare reform
and cutting wasteful spending, would you outline
your idea for a negative income tax?

FRIEDMAN: I would be glad to. Incidentally,
however, I want to disagree with the wording of your
question. What we want to do is cut government
spending period. The word wasteful is not a mean-
ingful term. One man’s waste is not another man’s.
Waste depends oil the objective you have in view. I
believe that total government spending is much too
large. As a fraction of our income it should be cut
sharply. Now it is true that a major source of the
growth in government spending has be,:n an increase
in transfer payments, that is to say, in payments to
some individuals financed by taxes upon other indi-
viduals. The problem is how you move from that
situation to the place we’d like to be. You cannot
suddenly, overnight, discontinue the whole set of
transfer payments. We have, through government,
essentially made some millions of families depend-
ent on those payments for their livelihood. You can-
not suddenly cut that off anti throw them in the
streets. I have proposed that we try to make the
transition by replacing the present collection of
transfer programs by the negative income tax. A
negative income tax is simply what its name implies.
Under the present income tax there is a break ew’n
point, an exemption amount. If you earn less than
that you pay no tax. I[ you earn more than that you
pay a tax on the difference between your income and
that personal exemption, that no tax amount. If the
no tax amount is $6,000 for a family and your
income is $10,000 you pay a tax on $4,000. The
negative income tax simply reverses that below the
same break even point. I1 the break even I~)int is
$6,000 and a family has an income of $2,000 it would
receive in payments a fraction of the difference of
$4,000. The higher the fraction, the better the family,
but the less incentive for the family to get off the

negative income tax and go to work. On the other
hand, the lower the tax rate, the lower the fraction,
the more incentive there is for a family to get off. Bl,t
you have to strike a balance between those two. I
have in general tended to propose that we use the
present no tax amount for the personal income tax,
although I hasten to add that that should really be
raised, and use as the negative income tax 50% of the
amount below the personal exemption. In that way
every individual would have a very strong incentive
to get off the negative income tax because for every
dollar he earns he would at least get to keep 50 cents
of it, whereas under present welfare arrangements it
is very often the case that if he goes out and earns an
extra dollar he loses the whole dollar or even more in
the form of a special welfare payment. In addition,
we now have a collection of a wide variety of differ-
ent measures which overlap but which some people
can benefit very much from and some people don’t
get. Such measures as Aid to Families with Depend-
ent Children, SSI, food stamps, Medicaid, and you
can go down the list. The negative income tax would
lump all of those together and say "if we’re going to
help the poor, let’s help them by giving them cash
which they can spend in accordance with their likes
and let’s get rid of the tremendous bureaucracy that
we’ve built up to administer these specific programs."

CR: There is a lot of talk in Washington about
implementing a flat rate tax system.

FRIEDMAN: There is more talk than there is
action. Most of the talk is an attempt by people to use
the rhetoric of the flat tax to conceal business at the
same old stead. I have long been in favor of an
honest-to-god flat rate tax. An honest-to-god flat rate
tax would be one which levied a single rate on all
income, from whatever source, in excess of some
personal exemption, the same type of thing I was
talking about on the last question. Under such a tax,
in my opinion, you could raise the same amount of
revenue that is now being raised by the income tax
with a relatively low rate under which everyone
would benefit. But that isn’t what most of the talk
about the flat rate tax currently is. People are calling
things a flat rate tax which involve fairly sharply
graduated rates and more important, which do not
get rid of the deductions which now reduce so
sharply the base of the personal income tax. What
you need to do is to eliminate all the complexities of
the personal income tax and have a form that can be
on one piece of paper in which you simply list total
income. You take nothing but a personal exemption
and strict occupational expenses and then you apply.
a single rate to the balance. There are a few proposals
for that kind of a thing. Two of my colleagues at the
Hoover Institution, Bob Hall and Alvin Rabushka,
have been devising a very detailed plan along these
lines which they are shortly going to publish in the
form of a book, and I believe there is one group in
Congress which is trying to push that. But most of
the talk you hear around Washington is really a fake.

CR: Another plan that you have been backing for
sometime, tuition tax credits, is being currently con-
sidered. Why do you support a voucher system?

FRIEDMAN: I support the voucher system because
there is no respect in which the poor people of our
country, I shouldn’t say the poor people, the impe-
cunious people, the disadvantaged people of this
country, there is no respect in which they are so
disadvantaged as with respect to the kind of school-
ing their children can get. Those of us in the middle
and upper income groups have at least some choice
of which schools our children go to. If we do not like
the public schools thai are available for then) we (an
afford to pay twice--once in the form of taxes to
support the public scbool and once to pay for the
tuition of the private school of our choice. The dis-
advantaged families who live in the slums of our big
cities unfortunately have no such choice. They haw,
to send their children to the local public school.
Those local public schc~)is are disgraceful. They art"
not educational institutions. In very, very many
cases they are institutions of confinement whose real
fu,ction is to keel) the kids off the street. The people
who would benefit most from a thorough going
voucher system would be the people in such areas.
For the first time the parents in those areas would
have an effective freedom of choice as to where to
send their children. Many of them have been striving
desperately to get better schooling for their children.

That is why Catholic parochial schools in particu-
lar, have seen a great increase in the number of
students coming to them from such slum families. A
voucher scheme would really broaden that enor-
mously. It would enable a market system to go to
work to provide schools of every kind and variety for
people throughout the country, but in particular for
the disadvantaged people in those slums. I know of
no other way in which the disgraceful results of our
so-called public education can be corrected. And a
thorough going voucher scheme may or may not be
the same thing as tuition tax credits. If one considers

it a little, one will discover that one kind of tuition
credit, one in which the credit on one hand is limited
and, on the other hand, transferable, can be devised
which will be essentially identical to a thorough
going voucher scheme except for the name. That is
the kind of tuition credit scheme that I would really
support.

CR: You supported the tax cuts of 1981 but for
reasons other than the Laffer Curve...

FRIEDMAN: l support the tax cut of 1981. I do
not support the tax cut of 1981 for the reasons that
many supply-siders have offered on its behalf. I favor
it, as I have for a long time, before the word supply-
sider came into the lexicon, because I believe there is
no way in which you can cut government spending
except by cutting the amount of tax receipts the
government has to spend. Therefore, I have been in
favor of cutting taxes at any time, in any way, on any
excuse. That’s the only effective way of bringing
pressure to cut down the size of government. I do not
believe, and did not in 1981 believe, that cutting
taxes across-the-board would increase total revenue
and make it unnecessary to cut spending. If I had
thought that would be the case, I would have favored
a still larger tax cut because my purpose is to cut
government receipts. There are some kinds of tax
cuts, for example cutting the top rates of the per-
sonal income tax, reduction in capital gains tax, and
so on, which do have the effect of generating more
revenue. But a broad scale, across-the-board tax cut
is not likely to generate more revenue. Moreover, I do
not believe you would get an instantaneous effect on
effort or investment or any of those things. I think it
is regrettable that some of the supply-siders, who
had a very good case to sell, oversold their case and in
the process, to some extent, discredited themselves.

CR: Well, what do you think of supply-side theory
in general?

FRIEDMAN: There is nothing new about supply-
side theory except its name. It’s simple, ordinary,
economics. Economists have argued for hundreds of
years that if people get paid more to do something,
they are likely to do more of that thing. If they get
paid less for doing something, they are likely to do
less of that thing. If you charge more for something,
people will buy less. If you charge less, people will
buy more. That’s simple, straight-forward, ordi-
nary, economic analysis. What is called supply-side
economics is simply the application of that to a
specific situation. Namely, if you impose a heavy tax
on work, people are likely to work less because it
reduces the return of work. If you give a subsidy to
leisure, people are likely to take more leisure. All of
that is correct. So I am very much a supply-sider in
the sense I have always been a supply-sider before the
name was invented.

CR: You’ve also been a long time supporter of the
Balanced Budget Amendment. Why do you think
that its adoption is important?

FRIEDMAN: I have not been a long time suppor-
ter of a balanced budget amendment.

CR: Oh.
FRIEDMAN: I have been a long time supporter of

a spending limitation amendment. Now, the present
amendment which is under the name of the Bal-
anced Budget Amendment is a combination of a
balanced budget and spending limitation amend-
ment and that is why it is the first balanced budget
amendment I have enthusiastically supported. It is a
very sophisticated and subtle amendment and I
think it would be enormously effective. The reason I
am in favor of an amendment to limit spending is for
the same reason ! have indicated, i believe that we
have a bias in our political structure under which
Congress, by voting on each spending measure
separately, tends to spend a greater amount in total
than the public at large would favor if it could vote

on it, We have a bias with respect to any specific
spending measure in that small groups tend to
benefit a great deal and the costs are spread very
thinly. The small group that benefits lobbies for it.
The large group that will pay for it does not know
about it and does not lobby against it. When you add

the separate pieces together you get a total that is
larger than the public at large or their representa-
tives would vote for if they really had an effective
vote on the total. I believe that the kind of balanced
budget, tax limitation measure, that was recently
passed by the Senate is the only device that I know of
that has a ghost of a chance of correcting that politi-
cal defect.

CR: Many economists believe in the Phillips
Curve and point to the current fight against infla-
tion as evidence of its validity. Do you believe that
unemployment and inflation are inversely related?

FRIEDMAN: That’s not a question to be ans-
wered with a yes or a no. It depends on what period
you have in mind. There is no relationship between
a continuing level of inflation and the level of
unemployment. On the other hand, there is a transi-
tional effect. If you move from relatively low infla-
tion to relatively high inflation, the initial effect will
be to reduce unemployment. The ultimate effect will.
very likely be to increase it. Similarly, if you move
from high inflation to relatively low inflation, the
initial effect will be to increase unemployment
ahhough the ultimate effect will be to reduce it. Most
of the difficulties with monetary policy and other
policies arise because very often the short term effects
are in one direction and the long term effects are in
the optx, site direction. Politicians tend to be very,
very shortsighted and they tend to over emphasize
the short term effects and ignore the long term
effects. There is no long term Phillips Curve, in my
opinion, but there is very definitely a curve relating
changes in the level of inflation to the level of
unemployment.

CR: Will the recent $98 billion tax package nar-
row future deficits and result in lower interest rates?

FRIEDMAN: No. I do not approve and did not
approve of that recent tax increase. I think that Pres-
ident Reagan was right in January in his State of the
Union message when he said that raising taxes will
not reduce the deficit, but will simply increase the
amount that Congress spends. I believe that was true
more recently. Interest rates are not very closely
related to short term ups and downs in the deficit.
Long term interest rates do depend on the prospect
of deficits over the next four or five years, but I do not
believe that the tax increase affected significantly
those prospects.

CR: Well, why do you think Wall Street has acted
so favorably to the tax package?

FRIEDMAN: It hasn’t. You happened to have a
chance coincidence. What Wall Street acted favora-
bly to was the sharp decline in interest rates and the
pronouncements of two of its leading gurus that
they had reversed their former predictions and were
now predicting lower interest rates for the future,
rather than higher ones. If you look at the exact
timing, you will see that the big jump on Wall Street
came before the tax measure was passed and while
there was still enormous uncertainty whether it
would be passed. So I believe that was pure
coincidence.

CR: Have we seen the worst in interest rates or will
future government borrowing push them back up?

FRIEDMAN: You are making a standard mistake.
Government I~rrowing can go up in the future and
still interest rates can come down. There’s not thai
kind of mechanical one-to-one connection between
the two. Whether we have seen the worst in interest
rates depends on something very different. It depends
on whether the rate of monetary growth is going to
stay where it is or go down. If over the longer period
the rate of monetary growth does what it has done so
many times before, and after coming down speeds
up, then we have not yet seen the worst of the interest
rates. Nobody can really make any firm predictions
about interest rates for any long period of time.

CR: Do you think the recession has bottomed out?
FRIEDMAN: No. Well, I shouldn’t say no. I think

that the recession is humping along the bottom, but
I don’t think we’ve had a definite upturn.

CR: Do you think the recovery will be moderate?
FRIEDMAN: That depends. I don’t believe that’s

in the picture. That depends on what policy is fol-
lowed by the Federal Reserve and what policies are
followed in Washington. So, 1 don’t believe anybody
can say. I would not be surprised to see the recovery
be extremely vigorous if we have the right pattern of
monetary and fiscal policies. There is nothing
wrong with the American economy that some sensi-
ble government policies won’t solve.

CR: How about double digit inflation? ttas it
been "wrung out" of the economy?

FRIEDMAN: That depends. Inflation depends on
monetary growth. If the Federal Reserve returns to
double digit monetary growth then we’ll have dou-
ble digit inflation. If the Federal Reserve keeps
monetary growth roughly where it is now, or at a
lower level, then we will not. If it keeps it roughly
where it is now then we will settle down at about 8%
inflation. In order to wring inflation out of the
economy you’ve got to have lower monetary growth
than we do now. Let me qualify that last statement.
So far as inflation is concerned, it depends on mone-
tary growth over something like a two year period.
When speaking about the need for lower monetary
growth, I’m speaking of the average over the last two
years. For the past six months, from January to July
1982, monetary growth had been much too low. It’s
been at the rate of 2.3%. That is why the putative

recovery was aborted and why we are still in a reces-
~’_on that will not clear up for awhile. So I am not
talking about monetary growth rates lower than
we’ve had over the past six months; but lower than
the average we’ve had over the last two years.

CR: It looks as though something is going to have
to be done if the Social Security System is to remain
solvent. What actions would you suggest?

FRIEDMAN: Well, I’ve long been in favor, as you
may know from my writings, of abolishing the
Social Security System.

CR: Right.
FRIEDMAN: But I don’t believe that that’s in the

realm of political feasibility, even though it would
be highly desirable, in my opinion, to let people take
care of their own retirement, keep their own taxes,
and provide for their own future. In the meantime
there will be band-aids that will be used to patch up
the present Social Security System. What the specific
band-aids will be, I’m in no position to predict.

CR: What is the course of action the Reagan
administration should take to bring the economy
back to life?

FRIEDMAN: If you ask that question you’re
going to get the wrong answer. It is not the business

(continued next page)
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of the Reagan Administration, or of any administra-
tion, to bring the economy back to life. It is the
business of the Administration to follow a stable
policy which people can count on, and in terms of
which the individual entrepreneurs around the
country, the individual workers, the individual sav-
ers, the individual investors can use their resources
most effectively, which will not bring the economy
back to life, but which will enable the economy to
perform the way it should perform. From that point
of view, what the Reagan Administration needs to
do is to continue with the four point program that
was the essence of President Reagan’s economic pol-
icy during the campaign, and which he has tried to
follow since. Number one, cut tax rates. Two, cut
government spending. Three, reduce or eliminate as
much regulation as possible. And four, promote a
steady rate of monetary growth around a slowly dec-
lining trend. Those are the four basic steps that are
necessary. They should be taken syste,naticallv, con-
sistently, and the government should not deviate
from those for short run considerations in order to
give a little jag to the economy up or a jag down.

CR: How would you rate President Reagan’s per-
formance on economic matters st) far?

FRIEDMAN: The problem is that a President has
a great deal of influence but not a great deal of power.
In those areas where lie has had power, I think Presi-
dent Reagan has, on the whole, done extremely well.
His immediate action of eliminating price controls
on oil was very well taken. His proposals for cutting
taxes were very desirable. So, on the whole, I would
rate what President Reagan himself has done very
high. The one point tan which l’ve been disap-
pointed with him was his recent stt‘pport of the tax
increase. However, what has actually happened has
not been the result of President Reagan alone, but of
President Reagan, the Federal Reserve Board, and
the Congress. The combined activities of these three
groups does not deserve a very high rating. The
Federal Reserve, in my opinion, has behaved very
badly, indeed. It has produced the most erratic
monetary policy of the past fifty years. And that
erratic monetary policy has produced erratic interest
rates and an erratic economy. Many of the short term
difficulties in which the economy finds itself derive
from this. The Congress has similarly not really
cooperated the way one would have hoped it would.
It did pass the tax measure that President Reagan
recommended, but it added onto it a lot of elements

that he didn’t recommend. It has not been willing to
come to grips with the major problem of Social
Security. It has not really done an effective job of
cutting government spending. So I think you have to
give the collection of government agencies a sort of a
mixed verdict. However, that may be too negative,
because there has been a tremendous change in the

whole tone of the discussion. You cannot conceive of
a recession like the one we’ve been going through
five or ten years ago without there having been a
spate of bills in Congress to spend more money on
employment creating measures, on assistance of one
kind or another, all sorts of pump priming bills.
You have had none of that this time. It is very hard to
recognize how unusual it is that in the middle of a
recession the major concern of the Congress should
be how to cut down the deficits. That is a real rever-
sal. I think the right way to look at the situation now
is that we are moving from a trend in one direction,
which has lasted some fifty years, a trend toward
bigger and bigger government, higher and higher
spending, higher and higher taxes, and more and
more inflation. And we are in the process of revers-
ing that and moving toward a period in which we
will cut down the size of government, in which we
will reduce taxes, and in which we will, I hope, bring
inflation down. It’s a transition period. In the
movement from one trend to the other you inevitably
have a period of great instability and uncertainty,
and that’s what we’ve been going through.

CR: Do you think embargoes of the Soviet Union

are counterproductive?
FRIEDMAN: Yes.
CR: What about the gas pipeline and grain?
FRIEDMAN: I think that we ought nought to

provide any governmental subsidy to the Soviet
Union or to any company that deals with the Soviet
Union, as we ought not to any company that deals
with anybody. But I do not think that it is productive
for us to engage in economic embargoes. This has
nothing to do with my desire to do whatever we can
to penalize the Soviet Union. It has to do with the
very clear record of history that embargoes simply
don’t work. I recommend to your readers that they go
back and study what happened to the first embargo
this country imposed which was by Thomas Jeffer-
son in 1808.

CR: You have written that "The gains that strong
unions win for their members are primarily at the
expense of other workers". Would you expand on

that?
FRIEDMAN: If you raise the price of anything,

you sell less of it. If unions raise the price of their
labor, there will be fewer people employed in that
activity. The people who are not employed in that
activity will try to get jobs somewhere else. Where
can they get jobs? Only by competing with people in
other areas and other occupations. That’s with peo-
ple that are not in those particular unions. But, in
order to sell more you have to have a lower price.
Hence, a union which is successful in raising the
wages of its members tends to do so by adding to the
supply of workers for other jobs and thereby lowers
the wage rate in other occupations and activities.

CR: Do you agree with George Gilder that capital-
ists are altruists?

FRIEDMAN: No.
CR: You take Adam Smith’s view of self-interest

and the invisible hand.
FRIEDMAN: Right. I believe in Adam Smith. I

don’t think capitalists are any more altruists than
government politicians are. I think people are peo-
ple. All of us have an enormous capacity to recognize
that what’s good for us is good for the country.

CR: You recently had a new book published~
Alonetary Trends in the ~ rnited States and the f 7hi-
ted Kingdom.

FRIEDMAN: Right.

CR: Have you any new books planned for the near
future?

FRIEDMAN: Well, there won’t be in the near
future. Sometime later this year or next year the
revised and updated version of a collection of News-
week and other columns that was published about
five or six years ago. For reasons which I am not too
happy about, it came out cinder two different titles.
One title was There’s No Such Thing as a Free
Lunch. The other title was An Economist’s Protest.
This time we will correct that mistake and we’ll
come out under only one title. I’m not sure what the
title of it will be yet.

CR: I have a Milton Friedman T-shirt from the
Decatur Shop.

FRIEDMAN: Ha, ha.
CR: Do you have one?
FRIEDMAN: Yes indeed.
CR: Do you think the drawing does you justice?
FRIEDMAN: Ha, Ha. Ha, Ha! You’d better ask

Norma Lipsett, who drew it. Ask her. I’m not going
to comment on that!

ON DISC
The Performer’s Progress

Donna Summer

b~, Donna Summer
Produced by Quincy Jones
(,e][en Records
H.W. Crocker III

Reading the journals of higher intellectual opin-
ion, one can only be amazed at the way professors
overate the appetites of their students. A common
assumption is, "Any college graduate should be able
to recognize the superiority of Bach to the Rolling
Stones." Maybe they should, but very few do.

Popular music used to mean Glenn Miller, Frank
Sinatra, and Nat King Cole or at least Harry James,
Tony Bennett, and Sarah Vaughn. In other words, it

was palatable and it was professional. Much as I
admire Andrew Sarris, I’m afraid his approach to
fihn has created the popular music critic. Good
popular music is what you whistle, what tinkles
around in your memory, and what you enjoy hear-
ing. The popular music critic can only survive if he
finds some other way to define what is good. He
accomplishes this by praising the originality of the
insipid, the artistry of the bizarrely coiffeured, and
the integrity of the obnoxious. Listening to my fel-
low students, (who think Sibelius is a foreign car,
and Dvorak a leading member of the Politburo), talk
about the virtues of The Penetrators. The Tweed
Sneakers, and The (;o-Gos I have to wonder if these
people hear through ears or funnels. What especially
rih’s me is the way that pop ,nusic aficionados, who
have the gall to worship a talentless hack like Elvis
Costello, can feel so intellectual in rejecting some-
one like Donna Summer, who is trying to bring pop
music back to the reahn of respectability.

Donna Summer has overcome poverty, drug-
addiction, and leaky relationships to construct for
herself a life based ulxm ambition, sobriety, anti
Christianity. This she has done in a,, il,dustiy nll),l"

amenable to debauchery and diabolism than moral-
ity and while remaining a musicland superstar
cranking out records at the rate George Stevens used
to make movies.

Her movement towards artistic integrity and away
from mechanical eroticism and whimpering thump-
ety-thump love songs has coincided with the demands
of the market and her desire to capture a broad, inte-
grated audience. As the reigning Queen of Disco,
(which everybody tells us is dead but which quite
obviously survives), she has made overt overtures to

the rhythm and blues, rock and roll, and easy listen-
ing audiences, and, as far as I can tell, incorporated
every type of music known to man in her produc-
tions. The IVanderer, her wildest adventure, oscil-
lated between inspirational (i.e. "I Believe in Jesus")
and new wave (i.e. "Cold Love") and hit every base
in between.

Albeit, pop mt‘,sic lyrics are rarely poetry, are often
stupid shed of music, and are usually comparable to
pablum, drivel, and slop. Still, they are the words on
the public’s lips. And her words are better than most,
showing an emergent Gilderite conscience and a

catchy close of spunk. Moreover, she is a common
man’s T.S. Eliot. She is fond of being abstract and
she cites fairy tales and such things incessantly.

Beyond the brazen explication of laissez-faire in
the title track of Bad (,iris. (Bad Girls and Lwe and
Afore have long been her most sonorous efforts with
Bad Girls the favorite of rockers and Live and More
the preference of easy listeners), The Wanderer is the
richest in Wealth & Poverty imagery. "Running for
Cover", in some wonderfully hard-boiled verse,
warns ghetto inhabitants to pull up on those boot-
straps or face tilt’ devil as a playmate. "Who Do You
Think You’re Foolin’" sarcastically reminds us that

success is resuhs not promises. Kaleidoscopic lan-
guage and a gurgling drain do a pretty good job of
exlxlsing the secular humanist lit’ in "Nightlife."

The Wanderer. however, is also unlistenabh’.
Happily, Donna .gum mer is a mature effort--musical
and intelligent. "l.ove is in Control" is its llii single
anti is lile(li( faille dis( <l. ’Iake it or leave it. "~’tilystl’ty

of Love" is the real standout of the album and is
supported by "The Woman in Me" and "Protection"
--good songs all. "State of Independence" is her
requisite song of mysticism and "Livin’ in America"
confirms her place as one of pop music’s black con-
servatives (along with Pearl Bailey, Sammy Davis
Jr., and Lionel Hampton). Donna Summer has
always shown a reverence for things past and that is
continued on this record with her rendition of Billy
Strayhorn’s 1949 composition "Lush Life". The rest
is mediocrity. That’s better than can be said [or most
pop albums.

With rock and roll disintegrating and country-
western unlikely to hegemonize popular music there
may still be hope for our nation’s airwaves. In the
meantime I’ll keep listening to Beethoven and make
occasional pop stops with Donna Summer. She’s a
good kid.

Burke’s Case for Conservatism

by Suzanne L. Schott
"People will not look forward to posterity, who

never look backward to their ancestors," writes
Edmund Burke. "The idea of inheritance furnishes a
sure principle of conservation aud a sure principle of
transmission; without at all excluding a principle of
i,nprovement...the whole, at one time, is never old,
or middle-aged, or yonng, but. in a condition of
unchangeable constancy, moves on through the var-

ied tenor of perpetual decay, fall, renovation, and
progression. Thus, by preserving the method of
nature in the corducl of the state, in what we
improve, we are never wholly new; in what we
retain, we are never wholly obsolete."

"Conservatisni" as defined by Edmund Burke

incorporates a respect for tradition, "A principle of
conservation," that escapes the meaning of the word
as defined by today’s average southern California
liberal. His Reflections on the Revolution in France
take the form of a letter to a young Frenchman in

1790. Written prior to the French Revohttion as we
think of it, they contain some of history’s earliest
arguments for Conservatism.

Burke predicted a France devzistated bv radical
"h-ee-thinkers" -- and he was correct. Beginning in
179.t. the "Reign of Terror" provided ample confir-
mation. Perhaps it is not too nnich io inay that
today’s liberal ideologues will heed Burke’s words of
wisdom before they similarly devastate Anlerica’s
social tradition. Although Burke wrote as an Eng-
lishman, a connnon sense approach will sufliciently
transport his case for conservatism across the Atlan-
tic. Burke liked Americans ~ which is saying a lot
for an eighteenth century English,nan -- we are
heirs to his legacy.

Burke argues for the essence of moral tradition:
"Nothing is more certain, than that our manners,
our civilization, and all the good things which are
connected with manners and with civilization have,
in this European world of ours, depended for ages
upon two principles; and were indeed the result of
both combined; I mean the spirit of a gentleman,
and the spirit of religion."

Lest we forget, spirited European gentlemen from
good stock established America.

Burke, "not being illuminated by a single ray of
this new-sprung modern light," properly cherishes a
"generous loyalty to rank and sex." In his famous

"Queen of France" passage, the noble feminine fig-
ure of Marie Antoinette symbolizes virtue violated by
French egalitarianism.

"It is now sixteen or seventeen years since I saw the

queen of France, then the dauphiness, at Versailles;
and surely never lighted in this orb, which she
hardly seemed to touch, a more delightful vision
...little did I dream that I should have lived to see
such disasters fallen upon her in a nation of gallant
met,, in a nation of men of honour, and of cavaliers."

But, he laments: "The unbought grace of life, the
cheap defense of nations, the nurse of manly senti-

ment and heroic enterprise, is gonel"
Indeed, radical levelers, even in America, have

borne little regard for what Burke terms "chivalry"
-- "that proud submission, that dignified obedience,
that subordination of the heart, which kept alive,
even in servitude itself, the spirit of an exalted free-

dom." "It was this, which, without confounding
ranks, had produced a noble equality, and handed it
down through all the gradations of social life."

Therefore, let us preserve "chivalry." "If it should
ever be totally extinguished, the loss 1 fear will l)t.
great." For, under this "’new conquering empire of
light and reason," all of the "decent drapery of life is
it) be rudely torn off." "On this scheme of things, 
kiug is but a man, a queen is bul a woman; a woman
is but arl animal, and an aninlal not of the highest
order. All homage paid to the sex in general as such,
and witliout distinct views, is to lit’ regarded as roin-
ante and folly."

Reflect on the social revolutions of the sixties.
Reflect on adversary individuals and coalitions who
currently thrust new demands for "equality" into
our society. Increasingly, this same "scheme of bar-
barous philosophy" threatens the traditional whole-
someness of American life by undermining the spirit
of capitalism to which we owe our greatness, by
subverting the general esteem for private property
that provides incentive for advancement, and by des-
troying the family by attempting to present natural
male and female roles as obsolete.

Burke correctly declares: "Those who attempt to
level never equalize." Prior to the eighteenth cen-
tury, England’s class system, grounded in the family,
was governed by a natural order, within which each
man or woman had a distinct role. Personal pride
and happiness were not functions of one’s place on
the social totem pole. "To be attached to the subdivi-
sion, to love the little platoon we belong to in
society, is the first principle of public affections. It is
the first link in the series by which we proceed
towards a love to our country, and to mankind."

The "rights of men" have been subject to violent
controversy ever since the phrase was popularized by
such writers as Voltaire and Rousseau. But, as Burke
rhetorically questions: "Am I to congratulate a
highwayman and a murderer, who has broke pri-
sion, upon the recovery of his natural rights?"

Primarily concerned lest French philosophy cor-
rupt England, Burke employs wit and logic to
enhance his case: "What is the use of discussing a
man’s abstract right to food or medicine? The ques-
tion is upon the method of procuring and adminis-
tering them. In that deliberation l shall always
advise to call in the aid of the farmer and the physi-
cian, rather than the professor of metaphysics."

"Far am I from denying in theory...the real rights
of men. In denying their false claims of right, I do
not mean to injure those which are real, and are such
as their pretended rights would totally destroy. If
civil society be made for the advantage of all men, all

the advantages for which it is made become his right.
It is an institution of beneficence; and law itself is
only beneficence acting by a rule. Men have a right to
live by that rule; they have a right to do justice, as
between their fellows, whether their fellows are in
public function or in ordinary occupation. They
have a right to the fruits of their industry...They
have a right to the acquisitions of their parents
...Whatever each man can separately do, without
trespassing upon others, he has a right to do for

himself..."
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in the "partnership" of society. "all ,nell have
equal rights; but not to equal things."

Burke criticizes the radicals "so taken tip with
their theories about the rights of nian, that they have
totally forgotten his uature.’ .... l’he lirelended rights
of these theorists ;ire all extrenies: and in proportion
they arc’ metaphysically trtle, riley are morally anti
politically false."

As {mired States citizens undel tilt" (]onstitution.
we have no legitimate clainl to aiD’ abstract "rights
(if nlen." Rather, we are uniquely bh’ssed with the
rights of ,.t merican.s.

Much of Bi, rke is est)ecially useful in comhatting
the ideologies of Marxists, Socialists, and othe,
share-the-weahh leftists who would sacrifice "every-

thing hunmn and divine" to "the idol of publi(
credit."

Regarding Ihe "truly despicable" National
Assemblymen who have brought about a "fond ele( 
lion of evil," Burke observes: "Sonlething they Inust
destroy, (Jr the~ seem I<) ihen,selvt’s I() exist for 
purl)ose." Slriving to convince his $oung French
hiend of the revolutionaries’ imbecility, Burke
argues: "You began ill, because yotl began by despis-
ing everything thai belonged IO you."

(;ol’erunlenla] sciente, a((or(tiug Burke. is
"iutended for such pracli(al puiposes," (hal 
"requires experience, and even inore experience
than all)’ person (an gain in his whole lift’." BurkCs
political hero, Ihe stalesnian, applies practical
knowledge of history and habit lo policynlaking.

"When I hear the siml)licity ot contrivance aimed
al and lloasted of in any new t/olilit al ~onstitutions,
I ant‘ at no loss t.) decide that the artifi( ers are grossly
ignorant of their trade, or totally negligent to their
duty. The simple governments are lundamentaily
defective, to say no worse ol them."

Indeed, conservatives inust realize that nouveau-
theoreticians from French "’sophisters" to Marx-
worshipping PhD’s "cannot produce anything bet-
ter adapted to preserve a rational and manly freedom
than the course that we have pursued, who have
chosen our nature rather than our speculations, our
breasts rather than our inventions, for the great con-
servatories and magazines of our rights and
privileges."

Ironically, liberal "equalizing" sociologists usu-
ally make "no sacrifices to their projects of greater
consequence than their shoe-buckles" whilst they
"bathe in tears" and "plunge in poverty and distress,
thousands of worthy men and worthy families."

To his surprise, Burke finds the National Assemb-
ly’s characteristic type of individuals to be men "not
taught habitually to respect themselves, who had no
previous fortune in character at stake; who could not
be expected to bear with moderation, or to conduct
with discretion, a power, which they themselves,
more than any others, must be surprised to find in
their hands."

He asks: "Who could doubt but that, at any
expense to the state, of which they understood
nothing, they must pursue their private interests
which they understood but too well? .... To squander

away the objects which made the happiness of their
fellows, would be to them no sacrifice at all."

The ignorant sector presently condemning not
only the Reagan administration’s social program
cuts and supply-side economics, but also the free
enterprise system, have much in common with these
revolutionaries "who, immersed in hopeless pov-

erty, could regard all property...with no other eye
than that of envy..."

;
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(Burke, continued/row p. 11)

Burke ascribes the trouble in France to "rash and
ignorant counsel in time of profound peace." Thus,
let us stomp on our peacetime parasites with soles of
conservatism before they chew to shreds our freedoms.

Louis de Bonald, one of the foremost French con-
servatives during the period contributed this anal-
ogy to the opposition of Revolution philosophy in
his Theorie du Pour[or Politique: "Of old, in the
century of force, a gallant knight, mounted on a
palfrey, helmet on head and lance in hand. per-
suaded himself in his chivalric dreams that a beauti-
ful princess locked in a tower under guard of a
wizard, was going to offer him her hand and her
estates for freeing her from captivity. Today, in the
century of enhghtment, the young literary man, still
covered with dust from school, a pen in his hand and
the social contract in his head, imagines in his phi-
losophic dreams that a people groaning under des-
potism will in its primary assemblies confer upon
him at least the legislative power if he can with
speeches and writings break their chains. We have
here the same passions; but the knight was a gener-
ous and brave visionary; the literary real: is a dan-
gerous lunatic."

Returning to Burke’s Re/lections, we note similar
sentiment towards the calculations of Bonald’s
"young literary man: .... I was indeed aware, that a
jealous, ever-waking vigilance, to guard the treasure
of our liberty, not only from invasion, but from
decay and corruption, was our best wisdom, and our
first duty."

As Burke so aptly remarked: "A few years ago f
should be ashamed to overload a matter, so capable
of supporting itself...but this seditious, unconstitu-
tional doctrine is now publicly taught, avowed, and
printed." Now, more than ever, the American Way
must be conserved.

As socialist Sweden murders the work ethic and
communist Russia depreciates the value of life, let us
listen to Burke, for: "Whenever our neighbor’s
house is on fire, it cannot be amiss for the engines to
play a little on our own. Better to be despised for too
anxious apprehensions, than ruined by too confi-
dent a security."

In 1860, Abraham Lincoln, our nation’s first
Republican president said: "What is conservatism?
Is it not adherence to the old and tried, against the
new and untried?"

The philosophers of these nations where true
freedom is foreign have no roots in the ancient
democracies of our beloved Western tradition. They
"despise experience as the wisdom of unlettered
men...They have ’the rights of men.’ Against these
there can be no prescription; against these no argu-
ment is binding; these admit no temperment and no
compromise: anything withheld from their full
demand is so much of fraud and injustice."

Although our overwhelmingly liberal news media
would lead us to believe otherwise, conservatism is
still very much the essence of America, just as the
family is still the most sought-after source of love
and security.

"Because half a dozen grasshoppers under a fern
make the field ring with their importunate chink,
whilst thousands of great cattle, reposed beneath the
shadow of the British oak, chew the cud and are
silent, pray do not imagine that those who make the
noise are the only inhabitants of the field; that, of
course, they are many in number; or that, after all,
they are other than the little, shrivelled, meagre,
hopping, though loud and troublesome, insects of
the hour."

America’s silent majority has endured the noise of
"insolent irreligion" long enough. Let us instead
sustain an "austere and masculine morality" with
Burke’s case for conservatism.
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The Pursuit of Happiness

One man’s freedom may be another man’s straight
jacket. As this issue oi Cali/ornia Review goes to
press, a campaign to "reclaim America" is smolder-
ing after making several whistlestops on the east
coast. Reclaim America, an offensive of the funda-
mentally left-wing National People’s Action group
(NPA), is intended to set a course of economic redis-
tribution, provide a platform for single issue gripe-
groups, and boost the careers of several political
opportunists. The "Reagan is anti-people" rhetoric
is running thick with a fervor heretofore wielded
only by militant marxists.

Gale Cincotta, Chairperson of the NPA vehe-
mently exonerates the movement:

Reclaim America is for the underemployed; for
the right to affordable home heating fuel.
Extravagant military spending is breeding
fears of nuclear war and is stealing from social
programs at the same time hundreds of billions
of dollars in tax breaks for big business are
lining the pockets of the already rich.

Who, might I ask, is stealing from whom?
Carl Holman, President of the National Urban

Coalition, declares that Reclaim America must be
implemented to "protect and recover the progress
we’ve made since the sixties." But who gets the bill

for this "progress"? Luminary John E. Jacob of the
National Urban League says the movement will
"reclaim the promise of America." Powerful words,
these -- "right", "progress" and "promise". But in
the context used here, they are nothing more than
esoteric presumption. America is the land of both
opportunity and adventure--the antithesis of a
promised future. America’s premise is its promise,e

The basis for the concept of a limited government
in the United States was not the materialized dream
of an egalitarian philosopher. Rather, the concept
was based on English common law and John
Locke’s commentaries on the "Glorious Revolu-
tion" of 1688. A limited government best protects the
"natural rights" of all men.

In his work, On Civil Government (1690), Locke
tells us that the Revolution of 1688-89 "put an end to
attempts at despotic monarchy." He asserts that men
have "natural rights", including the right to "life,
liberty and property (and the freedom to pursue that
property). Locke is correct. The right to engage in
enterprise provides freedom.

Sir William Blackstone, in his Commentaries on
the Laws o] England (1765), makes mention 
man’s right to "life, liberty and the pursuit of happ-
iness." Replacing the word "property" with "pur-
suit of happiness" doe§ not change the meaning of
the original phrase. Therefore, Thomas Jefferson
incorporates this revised version into the American
Declaration of Independence -- "pursuit of happi-
ness" was understood then as it should be now.
Americans have the right to seek happiness--some

Young Ideas
E. Clasen Young

may attain it; others may not. This is America’s
promise. Pursuit means adventure; happiness means
an acquired capacity for a particular purpose; or as
Nathan[el Webster writes, "happiness is graceful
aptitude." Heinous radicals are not graceful.

The legislative power that composed Locke’s
"political society" would protect the "pursuit of
happiness" only as long as "everyone, by majority
would give allegiance." Lois Gibbs of the Love
Canal Homeowners Association, and a leader of
Reclaim America, represents the holdouts of the me-
generation: "The time is come to take back what is
rightfully ours despite industry and government."
But would Ms. Gibbs have anything at all had it not
been for the "political society" that guaranteed her
"pursuit of happiness"?

The "political society" must endure to protect
"natural rights"--niether the "society" nor the
"rights" can be jeopardized for what Locke calls
"light or transient causes," exempli gratia--the
high cost of heating fuel. Maggie Kuhn, former six-
ties burnout, and Gray Panther on the Reclaim
,’liner[ca prowl is very upset:

It is high time to free the hostage cities from the
Reagan people and their paranoia. The peo-
ple, old and young, must work together for
peace. We t-an take back our blighted slums,
get windmills, and solar ponds installed, bring
abundance, safe energy and hope.

Seriously? Her muhi-[aceted radicalism is a chi-
mera, both light and transient.

On the writing of the Declaration of Independ-
ence, John Adams suggested to Mr. Jefferson that its
purpose was not simply to claim independence;
rather, it was to 7usti[y the claim to independencem
and to do so in terms that would enlist the sympathy
of European public opinion -- cogency for new
ideas is a necessity. But Rep. John Conyers (D-
Mich.) finds it fashionable to make a mockery of the
noble venture of ’76 by associating Reclaim A met[ca
with the "vitality of the American ideal". The
movement, according to Conyers, "is for the people
who have been economically discriminated against;
(they) cannot compete with the banks and corpora-
tions who are making record breaking profits and
also are now getting the benefits of ever large tax-
breaks." This legislator has a manifest hatred of
wealth, furthermore he is incorrect. Corporate prof-
its are at record lowsI Corporations are losing
money. Why are the corporaphobes not dancing in
the streets?

"This crisis", says Conyers, "has been brought
about by anti-people policies coming out of
Washington, including artificially high interest
rates and artificially high energy costs." Wrong
again. Mr. Reagan’s policies have brought down
interest rates. Energy costs aren’t "artificially" high;
they’re really high. Let’s ask Mr. Conyers if he would

endorse James Watt, whose office has been dedicated
to reducing energy costs for the past twenty months.

Any sympathy for Reclaim America will be borne
out of ignorance, l[ the featherbrains neglect to
appreciate the system that protects their pursuits,
then they will never find happiness.

e,4l Talaric, 1982
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ANN WATSON REPORTS:
A California Review Conversation with Ann Watson

Ann Watson was born in Vienna, Austria. She
grew up under a reign o/terror imposed [irst by the
National Socialists under Hitler, then by the Rus-

sian Communists under Stalin. Escaping to the
American zone o[ occupation she became an o[]icial
translator and interpreter [or the Criminal Investi-
gation Division o/ the United States Forces in
Austria--a branch o/ military intelligence. Mrs.
Watson is a graduate o/the University o/Vienna and
the International School [or Interpreters (1945). She
is now a naturalized American citizen. Ann Watson
is the author o/two books: They Came in Peace and
Cruel Peace. She has been honored by many organi-
zations [or her lectures and speeches on interna-
tional a/[airs and the threat o] totalitarianism to the
institutions o/this country. She is currently teaching
on a part-time basis [or the San Diego Community
College. A concert pianist, and a charming and viva-
cious woman, (with the most intelligent German
Shepherd in the world--it understands English,
French, and German), Mrs. Watson took time to chat
with Brigadier Editor Crocker about her world view.

CR: How did your newsletter get started?
WATSON: I am not the run of the mill conserva-

tive newsletter writer. I never made a dime doing any
of this work. I’ve done it as a labor of love. It started
when I wrote my book and, strangely enough, it
started with UCSD. I was teaching German and
French for people who wanted to get their Phd.,
psychologists and psychiatrists, who had to read
German texts that were very difficult to translate.
One night one of my students asked me a little bit
about my background living under Hitler and
Stalin. I started talking and the class became very
fascinated and didn’t want to study German after
that. This one gentleman said to me, "Well, I just
heard Angela Davis and Marcuse and all these peo-
ple give a speech at UCSD and they ought to hear
what you have to say about Communism. Would
you consider having a debate with some of these
students at UCSD?" I said, "Sure, why not?" To
make a long story short, they finally set up the debate
at the Twelve-thirty Club in La Jolla and I debated
Marcuse’s little angels. The debate turned out to be
six against me. We had a high school principal to
monitor the debate. He said, "This isn’t fair." The
people from UCSD invited me to a meeting prior to
the debate and the head of the Chemistry Depart-
ment who somehow had got involved said to me,
"Yes it is fair because you were born and raised over
there. You claim you lived under Communism..." I
said, "I didn’t claim it, I did live under Commu-
nism." He continued, "...and therefore you have
more credibility with the audience than our students
would have." So I agreed to everything. The debate
took place and I won the debate hands down. They
were still screaming into their mikes when the
debate was over. I had lunch there and the next day I
became desperately ill. I went through Scripps
Clinic. They thought I had cancer, they took every
test, they couldn’t figure out what was wrong with
me. One of the people in my German class was a
young doctor who had just opened up his practice
and I called him up and said, "I don’t know what to
do anymore. I lost twenty pounds, my hair fell out,
my fingernails are breaking. I’m constantly sick, I
can’t eat, and I have a low fever, and these doctors
put me through misery giving me all these tests and
they really don’t know what’s wrong with me." tie
said, "Come down to my office tomorrow morning."
I went down there. He checked me out and he said,
"You have a low grade poison in your system. I
think it’s LSD and you’re very allergic to it." You
see, LSD is pure acid and I have been allergic to acid
ever since. If I drink one glass of orange juice I get an
immediate reaction, I can’t eat strawberries, I can’t
drink more than two glasses of champagne, any-
thing with acid in it will affect me this way. This
doctor gave me some vitamins ar, d some cortisone
shots and eventually I got over it, but I still have this
allergy. I suspect they really tried to put me out of
business at the very beginning of my career as a
conservative. I was so sick that summer, I didn’t feel
like doing anything, and I stayed home, and I got so
upset about all those things that I sat down and
wrote a book which is entitled They Came in Peace.
It’s my life under Hitler and Stalin in Vienna. I
entitled it They Came in Peace because the National
Socialists under Hitler, the Fascists under Musso-
lini, and the Communists tinder Stalin all had one
message for the people--that they were bringing
peace and prosperity. Of course the message is that
they brought not only war and misery, but they also
brought starvation and unbelievable agony, and that
they are not for the little guy. They art’ not for you
and me. They abhor nothing more than a middle

class. The Communists destroyed the middle class
and so did the Nazis. They believe in an elitism at the
top and the masses at the bottom who are being fed
propaganda and turned into zombies to do the bid-
ding of the master. I mean, there is no equality in
Russia. There is no equality in any Communist
country. I think the greatest danger to America is the
fact that the people that have a lot of influence and
power and money are ignorant of history, are ignor-
ant of foreign countries, totally ignorant. They’re
ignorant people. I’ve talked to senators and con-
gressmen who I consider so ignorant I wouldn’t
want to waste my time educating them. They don’t
know anything about Europe. There was one man
who was running for President at the same time as
Reagan. A Republican. A very handsome, nice man.

CR: Phil Crane.
WATSON: Phil Crane. Phil Crane was my choice

for President. I’ll tell you why. In the thirty minutes
that I interviewed him for a TV program I found out
that he speaks German and he speaks French and he
studied at the University of Vienna and he was at the
Sorbonne in Paris and he knows the world and he’s a
statesman and he’s not a two bit politician. He had
the charisma and he had the knowledge.

CR: And yet he got very little support from the
Republican Party.

WATSON: That’s right. That’s right.
CR: What do you think of Reagan’s plan for peace

in the Mideast?
WATSON: It’s an absolute disaster. Here we have

this peace plan. Everybody’s rejected it already. This
sounds good for the election. Tell the Jews, "Don’t
worry, we love you." And tell the Arabs, "Don’t
worry, we love you too. And we’ll give you every-
thing we have. We’ll give you our jet planes, and our
money, and everything. Just keep the lid down."
And the Russians love it. I listen to Radio Moscow.

CR: What do you think of Reagan’s position on
the gas pipeline?

WATSON: Well, I have written volumes on the
gas pipeline. His position is absolutely correct. The
only problem is the way he has presented it, number
one. And number two, the Europeans are saying,
"Fine, we are engulfed in an unemployment crisis
and we are faced with the Red Army at our borders."
I mean, the Red Army is as far from the people living
in West Germany as Tijuana is from us living right
here. How would you feel if you lived in San Diego
and you knew that there were nuclear missiles in
Tijuana, and there were tank armies, and there were
chemical warfare divisions, and all this stuff is sit-
ting there and could be thrown at you at any time.
And your one and only ally is selling grain to the
troops. The greatest weapon in any war is food. You
know what defeated Hitler more than anything else?
The fact that we were all starving to death. We had
nothing to eat. My father was killed in Stalingrad.
He was a colonel in the German Army. Not by choice,
he was drafted when the Germans took over Austria.
In the last letters that I got he said, "We’re freezing
and we’re starving." Had it not been for that the
Germans would have obliterated the Russians. The
Russians were almost finished, had it not been for
the United States sending food and equipment to the
Russians on the Lease-line Agreements.

CR: Do you have a corollary foreign policy axiom
as regards Poland?

WATSON: The people of Poland laid their lives
on the line trying to overthrow their communist
government. What did we do? We bailed out the
Communist govermnent of Poland to the tune of 71
million dollars at a time when we were practically
bankrupt in America. We have an army of allies
behind the Iron Curtain that are willing to lay down
their lives for the things we take for granted. All we
have to do is to do what the Mossad and the KGB and
every secret organization is doing except our dumb.
dumb CIA. Give them weapons, give them moral
support, give them books. Show the world that we
mean it[ Show them we mean it! How can Reagan
talk about the Soviet Union with all this rhetoric--
"Light a candle in your window." (Somebody in
Clairemont burned down their house putting a can-
dle in their window for the Polish peopleI)--and the
next day give the government that suppresses the
people 71 million dollars. Then we give Romania
200 million dollars. They can’t pay the interest on
the debt. These Communist governments don’t pay
off their debts. They know from the beginning that
we’re a bunch of idiots.

CR: And then they can blackmail us by defaulting
on the loans.

WATSON: Exactly. I1 we’re going to give money
away, give it to the Americans, don’t give it to the
Russians. So, if I were President today I would sub-
sidize every larmer. If they have a surpltns 1 wouhl

ship it to countries that are friendly to the United
States, where they are starving to d~ath in Africa, in
Indochina, wherever.

CR: Do you think an all encompassing, unilateral
boycott of the Soviet Union would be successful?

WATSON: Absolutely. Absolutely, because there’s
only so much that Europe can do. The thing with
Americans is that they just don’t know any geo-
graphy, they don’t know any history, and they don’t
know anything about these governments. People
always say to me, "But, Ann, Argentina will sell
grain to the Russians." Let them. Argentina can’t
produce enough high-grade grain to keep the Rus-
sian Empire alive. Australia cannot feed the Com-
munist world. We are the world’s breadbasket. Our
government has turned us into a breadbasket for our
enemies. That’s immoral. Out of every five men in
Russia, four are in some sort of military service. The
same is true in Nicaragua, the same is true in Cuba,
the same is true in every Communist country. Now,
who’s growing the food? Old men and old women
are growing the food. Unfortunately, Reagan is no
different from Carter. He’s still going to sell the
Russians grain, and he’s still going to communicate
with the Russians, and he’s taking all this gruff from
the United Nations, this theatre of the absurd, which
we spend 3.5 million dollars for.

CR: Do you think we should withdraw from the
United Nations?

WATSON: Why of course. The United Nations
would collapse the day we withdraw. Our govern-
ment should have intelligence enough to realize that
this game we have been playing is self-defeating.

CR: If we could stop our corporations from sub-
sidizing the Russians, would that be sufficient cor-
porate reform for you or do you have something
broader in mind?

WATSON: Oh no, I have much more in mind
than that. But to get back to my little career. I got on
the radio because I was advertising my book on the
air and one of the talk show hosts went on vacation
and he decided to try something different. So, he
said, "Each day of the week, somebody different will
take over my show. There’il be a gay, there’ll be a
black, there’ll be a Mexican and there will be a right
wing conservative." He picked me to be the right-
wing, conservative, "fascist" type. This was Fred
Lewis. He works at the college with my husband.
We’re very good friends, we respect each other, but,
you know, he’s just a dumb-dumb. So, Fred said to
me, "Well, which day do you want? You can have
any day you want, because you’re the only woman
on the program and I’ll let you have your choice." I
said, "I want Friday." He said, "Why Friday?" I said,
"You’ll find out." They had me and I was known as
the "fascist bitch". Then they had a black professor
from UCSD who wrote poetry and who talked about
racism and poetry and of course nobody in Southeast
San Diego understood a word he was saying, but he
was black and he talked to the black people. And we
had a Mexican guy by the name of Vic Viapando,
who plays tennis with my husband. He was a great
socialist, except that he wouldn’t live in Mexico. He
wanted to live in America under the free enterprise
system. He’s a heck of a nice guy, and a lovable guy,
and a good tennis player, and I educated him along
the way and he’s not a socialist anymore. And then
the gays had a show and then thei’e was a woman
who advocated sex education for twelve year old
children. So they all did their thing. On Monday was
Vic Viapando, on Tuesday was the gay liberation
movement, on Wednesday was the sex lady, on
Thursday was the black movement, and Friday came
along and I came on the air and I totally obliterated
them all. I listened to every show, and I took notes,
and I made tapes, and I took on all the main points
t hat were discussed on the air. I took them one by one
and debated them out of sight. I had the best ratings
any show had ever had on KSDO before I left. The
week before I was fired the general manager invited
,ne to a party and I sat at his table and we chatted and
he showed me the rating book. He’d had a few drinks
and he got carried away and he showed it to me. He
said, "Do you see that. You’ve done terrific shows.
Terrific. People write to me and say they set their
alarm clocks just so they don’t miss your show." I
came home and I said, "Gee, isn’t that wonderful." I
expected to stay on the air. On Monday morning I
was fired. I had some interesting experiences: with
Jane Fonda during the Vietnam War, and a guy
threw a chair at me and tried to kill me, the Black
Panthers cut all the telephone wires when I was
interviewing Admiral Sabin during the Vietnam
War. Then they set fire to the station. It had been
raining. My show was over about 8 p.m. that Sunday
and Vic Viapando came on after me. And because

(contimwd on next page)
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everything was so tlamp the [ire didn’t start ,ntil 1
was off the air. When I was driving home, I heard V,
Viapando scream, "My God! The radio slation is o,
fire!" They had a detective there and they called me
and told me never to drive n~y car alone, never to
leave my car in the parking h)t there, and to be
careful. I got many threats from various groups.
This is how my whole career started. But to get hack
to the original question about my newsletter. I
started writing the newsletter when I was on the
radio because people would write to me and ask me
all these questions. So instead o[ answering each and
every one of these letters I decided to publish a new-
sletter. That’s how il started. I did my last television
show in June. I had to give it up after that. So right
now I’m teaching and I’m publishing my newsletter
and I don’t know how much longer I can afford to do
that. I get letters back from people. One subscriber
said he had a vision from God. God told him to
change his life and he’s cancelled all Iris subscrip-
tions, including mine. And then I had a letter from a
lady who said. "Dear Ann, I have enjoyed your new-
sletter very much, but now I have decided to stop
because ignorame is bliss."

For those who don’t think ignorance is bliss, The
Ann Watson Report is available/or $~9 a year ]tom
dt;n Watson, P.O. Box 22206, San Diego, CA 92122.
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Capitalism, Socialism, and the Third World
by C. Brandon Crocker

It seems strange, considering the empirical evi-
dence, that American liberals should scorn free
market capitalism as a leech on the Third World and
hail centrally planned, socialist, and Marxist eco-
nomic systems as the savior oi Third World
peoples--but who ever said that American liberals
are logical?

Many liberals, such as UCSD’s Political Science
Professor, Peter Gourevitch, for example, assert that
U.S.. interest rates and not Francois Mitterrand’s
socialist economic policies (which when announced
alter his election caused a large outflow of money
from the French stock market) are to blame for Fran-
ce’s deteriorated economy. Strangely, high U.S
interest rates started to have their devilish effect on
the French economy only after Mitterrand’s election,
yet the Federal Funds rate has dropped 40% since
Mitterrand’s victory.

Though such a defence of French socialism may
be rather weak, the well entrenched (in academe at
least) belie[ that socialistic, planned economies are
what Third World nations need, and that capitalism
has been the Third World’s greatest enemy, is even
more vulnerable to scrutinization.

One charge leveled against capitalism now is that

TIIROTTLINGTnE¢OU NTllY’

capitalist countries are successful because they have
exploited Third World nations through "neo-
colonialism". The theory being that Western corpor-
ations exploit Third World nations but not capital-
ist nations. "Neo-colonialism", however, is just
another slogan the Left uses in place of reasoned
argument. If the charge were true the United States
would be a lesser developed country. After all, the
American coon¯my throughout the 18th and 19th
centuries was, in large part, a foreign (mainly Brit-
ish) venture. Also, under this theory, countries with
the greatest contacts and trade relationships with
Western capitalist countries would be the poorest
while those with the fewest contacts would be the
richest. In fact, the inverse is true. Many liberals,
however, find validity in their accusations in the fact
that many major corporations move their operations
to Third World countries to take advantage of the
large, and therefore cheap, labor forces. With logic
endemic to the leftist mind, many American liberals
argue that it is worse for a Third World person to be
employed by a large corporation and make a small
income (in U.S. standards) than to have no employ-
ment and no income.

This brings us to the heart of the real reason why
many Third World nations have stagnant econo-
mies. Many American intellectuals advise Third
World countries to develop some sort of "planned",
highly regulated (to "protect" workers) economy,
and most Third World countries seem to have an
abundance of people eager to do the planning. Yet
advocates of socialistic, planned economies have few
examples about which to h, rag. After 35 years of
central economic management, India has become
the world’s largest charity. Cuba, before Castro’s
rewflution, had the fourth largest per capita (;NP in
Latin America. Today, despite receiving 8 million
dollars a day from the Soviet [bfion, it ranks four-
teenth. Socialism has changed Tanzania from an
exporter of maize to an importer of maize. Viemam’s
new economic system has made Vietnam’s chief
export slave labor. The [a(t is that such econonlic
systems keep lesser developed cot|ntries lesser
developed.

l.abor forces in h’sser developed countries are
large and contain a high pet( entage of unskilled and
underemployed individt,als. The natural resuh of
this situation is low wage rates. Normally, a capital-
ist will take advantage o[ this fact and invest in the
h’sser develol)ed countries and make use of the cheap
lahor. As this process occurs, the work for(e becomes
more skilled and the I||u’nll)hIyment late dml)S. The
res|ths are higher wages and higher standards of
livin+ But one polity that many h’sser developed
(ore|tries haw’ followed is higher wages by govern-
nwnt de(rt’e and n(,t hy market [(,r(es. What tiles(’
artifi(iall,, high wage rales do is I() l)revent 
attraction (if investtlrs and entrel)renet,rs and thns,
though the wage rates may Ix’ high, h’w have jobs
and the econo|ny r(.mains ut|derdevehIl)ed.

Another tactic that has been used by lesser deve-
loped countries is to nationalize industries. Lesser
developed countries are usually plagued by high
interest rates, which means a shortage of capital.
Probably no single action taken by a f;overnment
does more to shut off the inflow of foreign capital
than nationalizations. Losses incurred by compan-
ies due to nationalizations have been enormous.
Companies try to avoid losses, so they avoid invest-
ing in countries which have nationalized other
industries or that appear to be considering national-
izing.

Free market capitalism, however, has been tried by
some Third World countries. For instance, the Ivory
Coast has the freest economy and the highest per
capita income in black Africa. There is also a more
even distribution of wealth in the Ivory Coast than
in socialist Tanzania and Zambia, yet distribution of
wealth is left primarily to the market.

In 1973 under communist President Allende,
Chile had an inflation rate of 350%. After General
Pinochet took office, however, the inflation situa-
tion got worse, hitting 500% in 1974 and 374% in
1975. At that time, Pinochet decided to take the
advice of Milton Friedman, and with the aid of a
team of economists trained at the University of Chi-
cago under Friedman, Pinochet cut taxes and opened
up the economy to free trade. As a result, the Chilean
economy grew nearly 9% in 1977 compared to a 13%
contraction in 1975 and tax revenue, even at the
lower rates, increased. In 1981 the inflation rate
stood at around 10%.

Free trade has turned the economies of many
countries in the orient into some of the strongest in
the worhl. Hong Kong, South Korea, Japan, and
Singapore have all had successful experiments with
relatively free market capitalism. Even tile Soviet
Irnion has employed free enterprise it) order to save
its economy. The Soviets have allowed some 3% o[
Soviet farm land to be run privately. On this 3% is
produced 25% of all Soviet fartn products.

The track record of socialistic economies shows
that socialism has failed to improve the condition of
the peotfle in the countries in which it is employed,
whereas capilalism has had great success, h seems
high tittle that leftist ideologues got off their moral
high horses and took a look at the reality of the
systems they advo(ate. Poor pe,)l)h ) need rot,re than
rhet(iri(-, as l.alith Athulathmudal, Trade Minister
of Sri l.anka l)UlS it. "We are in a 1)(,sl-so(ialist 
an era where shigans no h>nger are l)elieved t() 
il)st) facto. They have If[ l)e l)roved...To tny 
today...we have taken a so(ialist goal. but it) l)racli-
cal terms so(ialism means whatever ln(’ans (an I)e

emtfloyed t() i|npr()ve the lot (If Iht" l)oor. If 
m(/udes private enterl)rise, then that’s also a good
(flljecl, because if that gives jobs, if that in(reases
in((nne, if Ihat gives better cuhivalion nlethods, 
thal me:|ns belier nlanagenlenl (If your industries,
well that’s good enough so( ialism for me."
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l)hom Jim Reed

George Gilder and Cali/ornia Review’s Suzanne
Schott -- l)e[enders of Freedom.
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Dick Hafer, the well-known "Comics Com-
mando," has just completed a new book that
C.O.R.K. is going to send to the voters of
Massachusetts... and it’s dynamite! It’s fast
becoming the most controversial book of the
year. Everyone who’s seen it says they have to
have their own copy! Now C.O.R.K. is making it
possible for you to have your own collector’s edi-
tion copy of this bombshell so that you can see
what the laughs and groans are all about. His life,
his voting record, his platform.., it’s all here, in a
way you’ve never seen it before! Complete with
the exclusive "Teddy Quiz" that brings up fun
questions you might like to ask Teddy... or your
liberal friends. Send only $1 for each book. It’s
the most fun you can have for a buck!

~d Citizens Organized to Replace Kennedy
4 Library Court S.E.

Ci Washington, D.C. 20003
C~ (202) 546-9263

E. Clasen Young looks at abortion
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"In the meantime, Young and Crocker sit in their campus o/lice, cloaked
away in secrecy, planning [or the next issue o[ the Review.’"
--L.A. Times, May 31, 1982.

Pugwash!
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Coming next month...

An exclusive California Review interview
with Clarence Pendleton, Chairman of the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
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